2 March 2016

Dan Wollman
Connor Sport Court International
5445 W Harold Gatty Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Dear Dan,
Wanted to thank you again for the tremendous product and customer support. Any
reservations we had about playing on synthetic flooring have disappeared after using
the Maple Select tile for our last three events in Chicago.
Not only is the light/dark maple color combination visually stunning, its performance
has exceeded all expectations. In a post event survey (2015) asking coaches about the
quality of the playing surface, not one of nearly 450 coaches posted even a single
negative comment about the floors (in fact, the only criticism of the playing
environment was related to the overhang of the backboard, which of course is
independent of the tile).
More importantly, our trainers logged fewer total injuries to the lower body (ankles and
knees) playing on 46 sport courts in 2015 (1,150 total games) than on 28 hardwood
floors (700 total games) in 2012 (the last time we played in the suburbs). This in itself
is a remarkable statistic.
Predictably, the competitors who once were critical of our decision to move into the
convention center and abandon traditional hardwood floors are now all flocking to find
the space and material to duplicate what we have done in Chicago. We routinely receive
calls from other event operators and facility managers asking if they can rent our floors.
Finally, I want to express our gratitude for how dedicated you have been to insuring our
success. You have followed up beyond the initial sale to support us in every way and
have virtually insured that we have the best events in the country; needless to say
you’ve far exceeded your responsibility and have allowed us to grow and thrive. It is
most appreciated.
Thanks Dan. Looking forward to another successful year.
Steve Kozaki
President
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